
Errata

These errata are the most significant updates between the printed edition (1:0) and the online
published edition (1:3). The principle here was to include only those errata for which the reader
risked the gravest risk of otherwise misunderstanding the authors message. Typos and similar
minor corrections has been updated silently in the online edition (1:3).

Acknowledgements errata is provided in a separate document.

p.iii "Ei se kannatte."

p.5, Figure 1.1 The author has left ample of space for the reader to live out their artistic urges and fill in
their favorite organelles and protein systems in the empty yellow areas.

p.6, pa.6 removed last trailing unterminated sentence

p.7, pa.1 ... different characteristics of each individual amino acid. These variations are de-
termined largely by the side chains of each individual amino acid. Normally, there are 20
different possible side chains used in proteins in nature, giving the amino acids their unique
properties.

p.10, pa.2 ... having the same structure or function, also has roughly the same or similar amino
acids. In other words, the assumption is that the superfamily, to which the query protein
belong, can be divided into subsets of protein families where at least one family contain the
query.

p.10, pa.3 split in two paragraphs

p.11, pa.2 ... new environments or selection events. Thus, since fitness on the molecular level is
realized as epistasis between residues, it is epistasis that determine the functional promiscu-
ity with respect to fitness; defining the pathways for evolving new functionality, in a cyclical
relationship.

p.11, pa.3 ... classic evolutionary model proposed by Charles Darwin, with a focus on the
survival of the population rather than on the individual. Another difference between the Dar-
winian concept of evolution and that of the relaxation-selection model resides in that the latter
puts emphasis on the requirement of relaxation for mutational processes to take speed, posing
the selection event as a mere focusing aspect of the process as a whole and not as a driving force.
On the contrary from this is the epistatic model, which emphasize the focusing agent being
the driving force, realized as the detailed epistatic relationships. As such the combination of
two models, epistatic and selection-relaxation, forms a continuum of processes that make up a
broader definition of the evolutionary mechanism.



p.13, pa.1 With the epistatic model in mind, focusing on the digression of molecular evolution,
the evolution process guided by the epistasis between residues should thus be evident as certain
co-adaptation patterns within protein families that emerge over time. These ...

p.13, pa.2 ... Epistasis links the proteins residual mutations to that of fitness, ...

p.13, pa.5 ... protein allostery has emerged. These details involve the interpretation of residues
functionally connected throughout a protein structure as allosteric pathways. Such pathways
are those that transmit the information about a ligand interaction in one part of the molecule
to another distant part, not directly connected to the first part. This information is transmit-
ted via changes in connected and immediate structural interactions traversing the structure
residue by residue. Thus the allosteric pathway can be viewed as a path of functional inter-
actions, being part of a larger residual network of interactions.

p.13, pa.7 New paragraph: As will be outlined below, not only allostery but function itself can be
defined using the network interaction model. Therefore there exist a synonymous relationship
(a morphism) between the concept of allostery and function; allostery can be interpreted as
function and vice versa, the former being the mechanistic causation of the latter.

p.14, pa.5 ... cell structure and biological roles which all appear at different scales of the biolog-
ical system considered. ...

p.14, pa.6 ... Promising are models that use gene and protein network interactions of whole
organisms to compare their interaction patterns and attribute function cross species. [141, 114]
These methods are modeling proteins as entities in a network of protein-protein interactions
(PPI), which is a model similar in form to how a protein structure can be expressed as a network
of interacting residues. ...

p.14, pa.7 ... On the PPI level the interaction network is modeled as a graph resulting from var-
ious sources of PPI predictions [94] where function is predictively propagated over the graph.
In comparison, the epistatic models [70, 47] illustrate how RRI networks are predicted from
co-adaptive data detected in protein families. Similarities in such RRI networks between pro-
teins could then be used to infer functional similarity between proteins, which in turn can
aid in edge completion inference in PPI networks. Further functional couplings on the PPI
level can be extracted from RRI networks based on the evolutionary tendency of modular
reuse of RRI functionals. It is therefore ...

p.19, Figure 1.6 caption ... The minimum size of primes needs to be determined from a view of
utility, which will have to be evaluated with respect to some assumptions (i.e. axioms). ...

p.20, pa.5 In the setting of this thesis, being presented with already folded protein conforma-
tions, neither of these routes of model breakdown poses any problem. ...

p.22, pa.3 ... this main function. There might however be other conformations that carry
less functional roles in the proteins native setting, and those conformations could possibly
support other interactions with novel function. Should such other interaction possibilities arise
and become selected for, then it would instigate an epistatic pressure over which the protein
could evolve into this new function via the dynamic ensemble. ...

p.27, pa.1 ... a self defining syndiffeonic syntax of logic [78], which ...

p.29, pa.1 Searching for sequences using linear sequences, and their profiles, has long been
solved using dynamic programming. Advanced methods of homology, utilizing statistics
such as hidden Markov models, have over the years been developed and perfected. Today,
we can search for homologs on the assumption of sequence similarity, using a laptop with the
latest sequence alignment softwares, finding most of the homologs of a query sequence within
minutes in a database of millions of sequences.



p.30, pa.4 ... One usually defines the convergence of an MSA as the point where either not many
new sequences are found, after an iteration when comparing to the previous iteration, whilst
drift is characterized by large losses of sequences in the later iterations that were present in the
earlier iterations. Some drift is acceptable since that allows the HMM to naturally find a local
minima in the sequence conservation well which the query protein is best associated with, but
a too large drift means that the HMM might have found another more global minima related to
another function. In the work ...

p.30, pa.5 ... In the cases of softwares applying progressive alignments the aim is to discover a
protein family and not only the sequences closest in functional relation to the protein query. ...

p.30, pa.7 ... taking into account that up to date databases are readily available for sequence
searches.

p.31, pa.4 ... residues with wider identity sets. Therefore the residue is completely conserved if
...

p.33, pa.2 ... This bias comes into play due to the very nature of the MSAs used in computation of
epistatic models in general; as mentioned, they are collected with the measure of conservation
in mind, which will limit the patterns of covariation to that of a subset of proteins related to
a conserved structure and function. In this setting, such conservation selects for the part of
the phylogenic tree of sequences close to the query sequence. The solution to this problem of
bias is twofold; first the conservation is normalized by both down weighing each sequences
contribution in the data source depending on a measure of how many near neighbors within
the phylogenetic tree it has. Then secondly, the significance of the artificial co-occurrence of
conserved residues, that appear in the parameter solution of the model, are down weighed
by their average product correction (APC). [44]

p.35, pa.3 ... relationships between nodes. This is no surprise as each residue node is in fact
expected to have a non-linear relationship when it comes to its epistasis with other residues.
When the same relationship ...

p.35, Figure 3.3 caption ... Thus if both are expressed over the same dimensions with q states
each, there is no single way of sorting the amino acids for both correlations to become linear.

p.36, pa.2 Once such a graph model has been extracted by learning its parameters using any of
the proposed optimization schemes, one can then identify strong couplings between residues
in the model as functional interactions between residues in a, possibly yet unknown, fold or
structure. In order to make the inference from the model parameters to residue interactions,
one first need to collapse the expanded tensor structure of the model, down into residue space
again. This process is commonly ...

p.36, pa.4 ... i.e. being alive. Thus function is defined by the fact that it is keeping us alive, and
what is keeping us alive is the perpetuation of this cycle. Therefore, the interactions within the
cycle, between each of the counterparts of the cycle, is defining the function of the very same
counterparts of the cycle.

p.37, Figure 3.4 caption ... When the protein function is suddenly required due to a selection
event, the two strains that have a faulty interface perishes (II and III), leaving us with only
the two strains carrying intact interfaces to be observed in the present time (I and IV). ... It is
this process that leaves traces of allowed patterns of amino acid combinations in our sequence
databases; patterns that can be detected using co-occurrence modeling.

p.40, pa.5 ... Only by allowing an assumption of outcomes averaging on a macroscopic level,
validates the description of a protein system in a simplistic classic thermodynamic view; since
such a rough representation of the system ...



p.40, pa.7 ... enable simulation within a consistent framework. Example of such ...

p.41, pa.1 Although packages like GROMACS support parallelization, the parallelization of a
single simulation trajectory is limited due to the sequential nature of a dynamics simulation.
...

p.41, pa.6 A complex structural ensemble model consisting of low energy decoys numbering in
thousands can be readily reduced into a handful representative conformations by the use of a
clustering approach, selecting the cluster centroids of the few largest conformational clusters
as a representative set. ... As such, it is natural to assume that such ensembles of centroids,
from a handful of the largest lowest energy conformational clusters can be taken to represent an
near native ensemble of, for an example, the true low energy binding mode of a receptor-ligand
system. ...

p.42, pa.2 ... by rotation and translation transformations from that of other decoys. Such a
setting consider decoys similar if there is little or no distance between the decoys’ atoms given
an optimal superposition (Figure 3.5 a). ...

p.44, pa.3 ... This vectorization is performed by putting each atom coordinate in a 3N long
vector, where N is the number of atoms in the simulation. Then by performing a PCA, as
implemented by the Essential Dynamics Analysis (EDA) module in ProDy [19], one produces
the vectors which represents the directions over which each atom vary the most over the course
of the simulation. After superimposing the conformations, locating a central representative,
the so acquired directional vectors can then be used to illustrate the directions of this principal
movement for each atom as an arrow originating at the atoms corresponding center. This gives
an ample indication of the overall character in the simulation with respect to the maximum
structural variability, as viewed on the central representative conformation.

p.44, pa.5 ... and that the pool do not represent the full conformational space of the protein
system. In such an event the differences between the conformational spaces explored could
skew the maximum variance in its favor. This skewing can then yield an artificial maximal
dynamics variability that might not reflect that found in a larger simulation, exploring the full
dynamical ensemble.

p.46, pa.4 ... measure of the distance between alpha carbons. This emphasis arises as the
voronoi surface actually is directly ...

p.46, pa.6 ... can be mediated indirectly through the networks of internal interactions. Interac-
tion transferral from one part of the protein molecule to another part can thus be discovered,
three dimensionally distant, which would otherwise not be visible from the study of the struc-
ture in 3D-coordinate representation only.

p.47, pa.4 ... The PSN analysis starts by representing the frames of the trajectories as graphs. ...

p.50, pa.5 ... such a set of decoys should be indicative of a protein prime. Such a decoy set
is constituted out of decoys of low-energy conformations, as predicted from many different
softwares; as these softwares carry different pseudo-energy definitions, the kernel can be judged
to be stable with respect to many evaluators and therefore taken to represent a dense core of
low energy.

p.51, pa.3 ... By sequence homology searches they are found in a multitude of protein constella-
tions, forming separate families which only intersect partially. This implies that the primes are
used in multiple different constellations, possibly functionally alien to each others as wholes.

p.53, pa.1 ... different scales. On the molecular level ...



p.53, pa.3 Therefore it is of utmost importance to develop models that incorporate the interac-
tion holarchy [74] systematically so that information can propagate up and down in the models,
effectively cross-pollinating our knowledge of protein systems. Such data derived from cross
hierarchical connections could prove invaluable in providing new insights to, and resolution of,
previously unresolved problems in structure and systems biology.

p.53, pa.4 Intrinsically disordered proteins emerge as candidates in great need for investigation
with network models. They are hypothesized, feverishly so in the literature, to have a role both
as functions derived from new mechanics other than structural interactions, and as vectors for
fast promiscuous evolution through epistasis.

p.53, pa.5 A central concept for function is warranted, which can capture and describe func-
tion arising from physical interactions, dynamics and the like. The epistatic view on function
might be one of the most general ones, given that it capture both relationships stemming from
dynamical events and from functional interactions. Further generalization can be realized as
the protein prime and constellation model, enabling the expansion of the functional description
into tensor spaces potentially supporting both conformational precession and environmental
variability.

p.54, pa.1 As research into bioinformatics progresses, time will only tell how novel techniques
such as epistasis based function analysis and new structure ensemble determination method-
ology such as cryo-EM6 will influence and develop the field.

p.55, pa.2 But you do not stop there, constraining this idea of network connectivity to proteins;
no, you expand the concept of networks as a model for all of life, letting it permeate the holarchy
[74] wherein the protein prime model merely resides as an aspect of one level of clustering
within its infinite fractal structure.

Bibliography has been updated to accommodate the paper [78] defining syndiffeonic.

Manuscript II [108] contained a citation of a manuscript that has been removed due to uncer-
tainties in the correctness of author attributions.

6Electron microscopy is a widely applicable technique, shedding light on anything from
mineral samples [51] to biological systems. In recent years the Cryo-EM technique has been
conceived which utilize massive computational resources and smart algorithms to combine mul-
tiple low-resolution images in-silico into high-resolution image of X-ray crystallographic resolu-
tion.


